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Can we predict top-performing products, services, or businesses by only monitoring the behavior of a small
set of individuals? Although most previous studies focused on the predictive power of ”hub” individuals
with many social contacts, which sources of customer behavioral data are needed to address this question
remains unclear, mostly due to the scarcity of available datasets that simultaneously capture individuals’
purchasing patterns and social interactions. Here, we address this question in a unique, large-scale dataset
that combines individuals’ credit-card purchasing history with their social and mobility traits across an
entire nation. Surprisingly, we find that the purchasing history alone enables the detection of small sets
of “discoverers” whose early purchases offer reliable success predictions for the brick-and-mortar stores they
visit. In contrast with the assumptions by most existing studies on word-of-mouth processes, the hubs selected
by social network centrality are not consistently predictive of success. Our findings show that companies and
organizations with access to large-scale purchasing data can detect the discoverers and leverage their behavior
to anticipate market trends, without the need for social network data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Measuring the potential of a new product, business, or
service is a core challenge in management and market-
ing sciences (Miklo´s-Thal and Tucker 2019, Muller and
Peres 2019). Early-stage estimates are especially im-
portant because firms invest substantial resources into
high-potential success stories (either their own or third-
party ones), yet in social environments, success predic-
tions are made difficult by social feedback mechanisms
and serendipity (Salganik et al. 2006, Van de Rijt et al.
2014), and only a handful of products and services end up
becoming highly-successful. Can we early detect highly-
successful products or businesses from the behavior of
a small group of customers? If individuals who forerun
successful trends through their observed behavior are de-
tectable, they could be beneficial not only for success
forecasting, but also for seeding programs and the gen-
eration of new ideas for products and services. Theoret-
ically, this possibility is backed up by long-standing the-
ories of social influence and innovation diffusion, which
suggest that a small minority of opinion leaders or influ-
encers can have a disproportionate impact on the adop-
tion of an innovation (Katz et al. 1955, Rogers 2010).
To detect individuals whose adoptions signal increased
odds of future success, extant studies have suggested two
approaches.
A first approach would require to analyze social net-
work data, under the assumption that individuals placed
at favorable locations of the network have increased op-
portunities to contribute to products’ or businesses’ fu-
ture growth (Muller and Peres 2019). However, these
a)Electronic mail: manuel.mariani@business.uzh.ch
efforts have mostly focused either on data from online so-
cial networks or on synthetic data from network diffusion
models, and their results have been often inconsistent.
Some studies have reported a consistent association be-
tween the social hubs’ adoptions and future product suc-
cess (Goldenberg et al. 2009a, Libai et al. 2013), where
the social hubs are defined as individuals with an out-
standing number of social contacts. By contrast, other
studies challenged this perspective by emphasizing that
the contributions of social hubs to new product success
is moderate (Watts and Dodds 2007), and in online plat-
forms where users reshare content, popularity predictions
based on the network location of the seed user and early
adopters are unreliable (Bakshy et al. 2011) and highly
system-dependent (Shulman et al. 2016). Empirical es-
timates of the predictive power of social hubs beyond
online social networks are currently lacking, mostly be-
cause of the difficulty of matching social network data
with transactional data.
A second approach would require to only analyze
adoption data, under the assumption that we can de-
tect from previous purchasing patterns “harbinger” cus-
tomers whose adoptions are predictive of failure or suc-
cess (Anderson et al. 2015). Different groups of harbinger
customers have been detected according to their “flop
rate”, i.e., the proportion of purchased new products
that failed within three years after launch. Although
Anderson et al. (2015) have shown that specific groups
of harbinger customers can anticipate product failure or
survival in the market, it remains unclear whether sets
of harbinger customers detected from the purchasing his-
tory are better predictors of top-performing products and
businesses than the widely-studied social hubs, which is
a vital question for companies that need to decide how
to analyze customer behavioral data to anticipate future
market trends.
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2Here, we overcome the limitations of both streams of
studies by showing that top-performing businesses can
be early predicted by monitoring a small group of cus-
tomers, without the need for social network data. More
specifically, we analyze an anonymized dataset1 including
individuals’ time-stamped purchases in brick-and-mortar
stores in an emerging country in America, and their social
network based on mobile phone communication 1. From
this dataset, we extract individuals’ purchases from a
large-scale Credit Card Record (CCR) provided by a ma-
jor bank (from June 2015 to May 2018); also, we collect
individuals’ communication and mobility patterns from
a massive Call Data Record (CDR) provided by a mobile
phone operator (from January to December 2016) oper-
ating in the same country as the bank. Importantly, we
can match a substantial number of individuals2 in the
CCR with the individuals in the CDR (see Online Ap-
pendix A). The availability of such rich dataset places us
in a unique position to rigorously measure the predictive
power of different sets of key individuals embedded in a
large-scale market, and to evaluate the predictive power
of sets of individuals detected from three different sources
of data: purchasing, social network, and mobility data.
Our paper deepens our understanding of success pre-
dictability from individual behavior through three differ-
ent (yet related) contributions. First, from the Credit
Card Record, we unveil the existence of discoverers:
a small set of individuals2 who repeatedly purchase in
recently-opened stores that later become top-performing
ones. Crucially, the discoverers’ behavior cannot be ex-
plained by the number of stores they purchased in, which
is revealed by comparing the discoverers’ purchasing pat-
terns against their expected behavior under a null model
that preserves their overall activity level. The existence
of discoverers in purchasing patterns from three differ-
ent categories of stores indicates that the existence of
customers who anticipate successful trends holds with
a large degree of universality across different systems,
ranging from online platforms where similar customers
were found (Medo et al. 2016) to the offline purchasing
behavior analyzed here. We emphasize that the discov-
erers fundamentally differ from the harbinger customers
studied by Anderson et al. (2015): the discoverers are a
small set of 1% (or 0.5%) customers who repeatedly pur-
chase in recently-opened stores that later become top-
performing ones (top 5% or 10%), whereas the closest
harbinger group detected by Anderson et al. (2015) is
composed of a set of 28% low flop-rate customers who
rarely purchase new products that disappear from the
1 All the data analyzed in this article are anonymized. The sub-
jects of the analysis (individuals and stores) are represented by
meaningless hashes in the dataset. All individuals are non-
identifiable, all stores are nameless, and all transactions are in-
nominate.
2 Each individual in our dataset is non-identifiable, meaning that
(s)he is represented by a meaningless hash in the dataset, and
there is no way to reconstruct the individuals’ real identities.
market within 3 years after launch (which corresponds
approximately to 60% of all products).
Second, we demonstrate that the discoverers offer sig-
nificantly more reliable out-of-sample predictions of store
success than the widely-studied social hubs and other
groups of top-individuals detected from social, purchas-
ing, and mobility data. This finding deepens our under-
standing of success predictability from customer behav-
ior: Our integration of purchase and social network data
enables indeed the comparison of the predictive power of
sets of top individuals detected from multiple sources of
data, which allows us to connect with the social hubs’
literature (Goldenberg et al. 2009a, Libai et al. 2013,
Watts and Dodds 2007) and was missing in previous rel-
evant studies (Anderson et al. 2015, Medo et al. 2016).
This comparison allows us to establish the superiority of
the discoverers’ predictive power compared to the social
hubs, among others. Our findings complement previous
work (Anderson et al. 2015) which mostly focused on the
predictability of the survival of new products, by show-
ing that not only market survival can be predicted from
the behavior of small sets of customers, but also the very
top performers in the market.
Third, we measure the discoverers’ socioeconomic
traits, revealing their fundamental differences compared
to the social hubs and store explorers (i.e., customers
who purchase in many different stores), and the differ-
ences between the discoverers of different categories of
stores.We find that the discoverer groups exhibit sim-
ilar socioeconomic traits across the three categories of
stores investigated here, but strikingly different demo-
graphic traits (age and gender). Among the socioeco-
nomic traits, the relative difference between the discov-
erers’ and all customers’ median social-network centrality
is statistically significant but relatively small, which sug-
gests that in most cases, the discoverers’ predictive power
may not benefit from a disproportionate number of social
contacts.
Our empirical findings support a new paradigm, which
we call wisdom of the few : to predict whether a new busi-
ness will become a top-performing one, one can rely on
the actions by a small set of individuals. Differently from
commonly-held assumptions in management and network
science, this set of predictive customers is not composed
of the most socially-connected individuals. The detec-
tion of this set only requires the transaction history, en-
abling researchers and organizations to early predict top-
performing businesses without the need for social network
nor mobility data. The discoverer detection procedure
and the predictive scheme developed here are general
and can be applied for the prediction of the success of
products, businesses, and services, provided that adop-
tion data are available.
Our work has two managerial implications of imme-
diate applicability. First, it formulates an unambiguous
prediction problem to rigorously test claims about the
predictive power of sets of customers. Second, many com-
panies have access to purchasing data but may lack so-
3cial network data for their customers: Banks have access
to credit card transactions from/to individuals or busi-
nesses; owners of e-commerce websites possess purchasing
history data; media-service providers have access to in-
dividuals’ consumption records. Besides, offline and on-
line retailers routinely collect customer transaction data
through various kinds of loyalty cards. Remarkably, our
work indicates that a single source of data – the indi-
viduals’ purchasing history – is sufficient to detect the
discoverers, and leverage their early adoptions to reliably
forecast future market trends.
II. RELATED LITERATURE
Our article contributes to various streams of literature,
including studies on success prediction, social hubs, and
harbinger customers.
Our results indicate that we can predict whether a new
business will be a top-performing one by only monitor-
ing the purchases by the small set of detected discov-
erers. Hence, the discoverers can be interpreted as a
group of customers whose observed behavior exhibits a
strong link with future collective outcomes. Recently,
moving beyond traditional approaches focused on mod-
eling and forecasting the collective dynamics of customer
behavior (Bass 1969), establishing a link between aggre-
gate market behavior and the behavior of market seg-
ments or single individuals has gained increasing atten-
tion (Peres et al. 2010). This has benefited from the
increasing availability of individual-level data, especially
from online social networks, that include both social and
consumption patterns. The main rationale is that market
aggregate dynamics is the result of the adoptions or pur-
chases by many individuals (Peres et al. 2010); therefore,
one might be able to predict aggregate market behavior
from individual-level behavior, which is valuable to in-
form decisions for seeding strategies (Muller and Peres
2019).
Aiming to link collective outcomes and individual-level
behavior, there has been enormous interest in social hubs
– namely, individuals with a large number of social con-
tacts (Goldenberg et al. 2009a) who are usually cov-
eted targets for influencer marketing campaigns (Lanz
et al. 2019). The roots of such interest on social hubs
for adoption processes can be traced back to the well-
documented social contagion and social learning mecha-
nisms driving individuals’ adoptions (Iyengar et al. 2015,
2011, Ma et al. 2015, Tucker 2008) and switching be-
havior (Hu et al. 2019). However, no consistent con-
clusions have been found on the social hubs’ predictive
power. Some studies highlighted a consistent association
between hubs’ adoptions and success (Goldenberg et al.
2009a,b, Libai et al. 2013, Muller and Peres 2019, Tucker
2008). For example, by analyzing data from a large on-
line social network, Goldenberg et al. (2009a) found that
it is possible to accurately distinguish between highly and
moderately successful products by monitoring the hubs’
early adoptions. Libai et al. (2013) focused on seeding
strategies under a network diffusion model, finding that
compared to random seeding strategy, seeding the social
hubs results in a significant increase of diffusion success.
Other studies emphasized that hubs can trigger large-
scale cascades only on rare occasions and, thus, are not
reliable predictors of success. This argument was first
motivated by Watts and Dodds (2007) via numerical sim-
ulations on synthetic networks under diffusion models.
Recent findings on observational data from various so-
cial media platforms support the idea that social hubs’
content adoption might not be a reliable signal of fu-
ture success in terms of content’s reposts (Bakshy et al.
2011, Cha et al. 2010), and the link between the struc-
ture of the social network around early content adopters
and content future success might not generalize across
different platforms (Shulman et al. 2016).
Our work contributes to our understanding of the link
between the social hubs’ behavior and collective success
by investigating the predictive power of the hubs’ pur-
chases in observational data from a large, offline market.
This is notoriously hard to measure because of the diffi-
culty to link social network data with transactional data;
the availability of our unique dataset allows us to over-
come this impasse.
Our work also complements recent works that aimed
to detect harbingers of success or failure in purchase
data (Anderson et al. 2015). Anderson et al. (2015) de-
fined four groups of harbinger customers based on the in-
dividuals’ flop rate, defined as the fraction of purchased
products that failed by disappearing from the market
within two or three years after launch. Remarkably,
the group of customers with the highest flop rate act
as “harbingers of failure”, by signaling reduced odds of
success for the products they early adopt. This finding
invalidates the conventional wisdom that early positive
customer feedback is always good news for a firm. On
the opposite hand, the harbinger group with the lowest
flop rate (labeled as “group 1” in Anderson et al. (2015))
is the closest analog to the discoverers studied here. Pur-
chases by this group of customers are positively associ-
ated with the likelihood that a product will survive for
more than three years (Anderson et al. 2015). The exis-
tence of different sets of harbinger customers supports the
notion that not all positive feedback should be weighted
the same, as specific sets of customers might foreshadow
eventual success or failure.
Broadly speaking, our findings are supported by this
paradigm; however, there are three fundamental differ-
ences between our work and Anderson et al. (2015).
First, the main success variable is different: Anderson
et al. (2015) mostly focused on the likelihood that a new
product survives for more than three years after launch,
leading to approximately 40% ”successful” new products.
On the other hand, we focus on the likelihood that a
new store ends up among the 10% (or 5%) most popular
ones, among same-category stores introduced in the same
month. Therefore, our definition of success focuses on
4the top-performing businesses, which is a much stricter
requirement than market survival. Besides, as our store-
level success variable only compares a store with other
stores opened in the same month, it can be evaluated over
a substantially shorter time window compared to the 2 or
3 years necessary to assess whether a product has failed or
not (Anderson et al. 2015), which is a practical advantage
for leveraging the discoverers’ predictive power in real-
world forecasting applications. Third, and most impor-
tantly, we have access to social network data, which al-
lows us to both compare the discoverers’ predictive power
against those by other groups of top-individuals (includ-
ing the widely-studied social hubs), and to measure the
discoverers’ social-network centrality.
Overall, the predictive problem studied here funda-
mentally differs from the harbinger customer and the pre-
dictive problem studied by Anderson et al. (2015), and
we are additionally able to integrate transactional data
with social network data, which enables a detailed com-
parison of the discoverers’ and the social hubs’ predictive
power. From a success prediction standpoint, our results
complement their findings, by demonstrating that com-
panies can leverage individual-level purchasing patterns
not only to predict which new products will survive or
fail, but also which new stores will end up among the
top-performing ones.
Following up on the work by Anderson et al.
(2015), Simester et al. (2019) detected and character-
ized ”harbinger zip codes”, i.e., zip codes whose house-
holds’ purchases of a new products signal increased odds
of failure. Their characterization resorted to the integra-
tion of multiple sources of data, including transactional
data, coupon data, and demographic data from a mass
merchandise store; transactional data from a private la-
bel apparel retailer, data on contributions to congres-
sional election candidates and election outcomes; data
on house prices. This data-rich setting allowed Simester
et al. (2019) to demonstrate that the harbinger effect
holds at the zip code level, and that households located
in harbinger zip codes make decisions that differ from
those in neighboring zip codes across a wide variety of
decision contexts, beyond purchase decisions. Simester
et al. (2019)’s findings lead us to conjecture that the
existence and predictive power of the discoverers likely
extend far beyond the retail context investigated here,
and might be found at different scales of investigation,
beyond the individual-customer scale studied here. We
note that Simester et al. (2019) did not integrate social
network data in their analysis, which leaves it unclear
whether various sets of harbinger households are located
at (un)favorable locations in the social network.
III. DATA
We analyze a unique anonymized dataset1 that
includes credit-card transactions of (non-identifiable)
individuals2 over a three-year temporal window (from
June 2015 to May 2018). By recording only the first
purchase of each individual2 in each nameless store and
after pre-filtering the data (see Online Appendix A), the
complete dataset includes more than 140 million of time-
stamped transactions1. In the following, whenever we
will refer to an individual, this should be interpreted as a
non-identifiable individual whose real identity is impos-
sible to identify. Accordingly, whenever we will refer to
a group of “detected” individuals, this should be inter-
preted as a group of individuals whose real identities can-
not be identified. For the sake of better readability, when
referring to the analyzed datasets and the individuals in
the following, we shall omit the labels “anonymized” and
“non-identifiable”.
The first observation is that the dataset is highly het-
erogeneous, encompassing categories as diverse as book
stores, tech stores, and florists, among many others. To
control for this heterogeneity, we restrict our analysis to
three categories of stores that have a well-defined inter-
pretation: eating places, clothing stores, and food stores.
The stores that belong to each of the three categories are
selected based on their Merchant Category Code (MCC)
information present in our database – we refer to Online
Appendix A for details.
We split the dataset’s time span into three periods:
a 6-month pre-filtering period that is used to determine
which stores appear for the first time in the training pe-
riod that follows; a 18-month training period that ranges
from December 2015 to May 2017, where we aim to de-
tect groups of key individuals (described below); a 12-
month validation period that is used to perform and val-
idate success predictions. The main rationale behind our
choice of the relative duration of training and validation
period is that the validation period should be long enough
to include a substantial number of new stores to validate
our predictions, yet short enough to not exceedingly re-
strict the training period where we detect the key indi-
viduals. Our predictive results are robust with respect to
small variations of the relative duration of training and
validation period, as discussed in Online Appendix E.
Table I summarizes basic data properties. The individ-
uals’ number of visited stores, k, is highly heterogeneous,
with a small number of outliers with a large number of
visited stores (Fig. 1A and Online Appendix F). Sim-
ilarly, the number of first-time customers per store, c,
is highly heterogeneous (Figs. 1B) and dependent on the
store’s MCC category (Figs. 1C and Online Appendix F).
A given store’s number of first-time customers represents
its ability to acquire new customers (Bell et al. 2017),
and we use it to operationalize store success. Besides the
CCR, we analyze a CDR from the same market over a
one-year period that overlaps with the CCR’s time span.
For a subset of the population, we know both the social
behavior (in terms of mobile phone communication) and
the economic behavior (in terms of monetary purchases
in stores) – see Online Appendix B for details. From
the CDR, we extract individual-level traits related to
their centrality in the social network (time-averaged de-
5Category T Stot Str Sval 〈c〉 I 〈k〉
Eating places 9, 946, 197 115, 383 28, 196 11, 654 154.44 1, 323, 647 7.51
Food stores 13, 606, 954 97, 096 15, 046 6, 456 240.26 2, 061, 374 6.60
Clothing stores 3, 967, 272 66, 753 12, 809 3, 822 92.80 1, 166, 701 3.40
TABLE I. Basic data properties. We report basic properties of the (nameless) eating places, food stores, and clothing
stores found in the Credit Card Record (see Online Appendix A). The variables represent: the total number of first-time
transactions in stores, T , over the training period; the total number of stores that received transactions, Stot; the number of
stores that received their first transaction within the training period (excluding the last two months), Str; the number of stores
that received their first transaction within the validation period (excluding the last two months), Sval; the average number of
first-time customers per store, 〈c〉, over the training period; the number of individuals who made purchases during the training
period (excluding the last two months), I; the average number of stores visited by the individual during the training period
(excluding the last two months), 〈k〉.
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FIG. 1. Individuals’ activity patterns for eating places. (A) Distribution of the number of visited stores per individual.
(B) Complementary cumulative distribution function of the number of first-time customers per store. (C) Same as (B) for
each Merchant Category Code (see Table S1).
gree (Goldenberg et al. 2009a), collective influence (Mo-
rone and Makse 2015), and social diversity (Eagle et al.
2010)), and mobility (radius of gyration (Gonzalez et al.
2008) and mobility diversity (Song et al. 2010)). We refer
to Online Appendices B–C for the details of the measured
features.
IV. RESULTS
Motivated by our predictive question outlined in the
Introduction, we adopt a statistical procedure that seeks
to find individuals – referred to as discoverers – who are
persistently able to discover stores with a high poten-
tial of becoming popular. We then measure the out-of-
sample predictive power of the discoverers, and compare
it against the predictive power of seven other groups of
top individuals detected from the purchase history, so-
cial network, and mobility data. Finally, we provide a
demographic and socioeconomic characterization of the
discoverers, social hubs, and store explorers.
A. Discoverer detection
To detect the discoverers, inspired by a method pre-
viously applied to e-commerce data (Medo et al. 2016),
we define a discovery as an early purchase in a store
that later becomes successful. Throughout this article,
to define a discovery, we consider a purchase as an early
purchase if it happened no later than 90 days after the
store received its first transaction; we consider a store
as successful if it ends up among the top 10% by num-
ber of first-time customers among stores introduced in
the same month and of the same MCC. The discoverers’
predictive power is reasonably robust with respect to al-
ternative specifications of the early purchase window and
success, as discussed in Online Appendices D–E.
The discoverers are selected by a measure of statistical
unexpectedness – called surprisal – that quantifies how
unlikely an individual’s observed number of discoveries
was under a null model that preserves the individuals’
level of activity (in terms of number of visited stores)
and assumes that everyone has the same likelihood to
collect a discovery – see Appendix A for details. To en-
sure that high surprisal values are not due to high levels
of activity, we perform a bootstrap procedure by resam-
pling the individuals’ number of discoveries from the null
6FIG. 2. Individuals’ discovery patterns for eating places. (A) Number of discoveries vs. number of visited stores. The
two variables are positively correlated, yet the trend deviates from the expected one under the null model, and some individuals
collect significantly more discoveries than expected from their activity alone. The straight line represents the expectation under
the null model, whereas the blue dots mark the top-1% individuals by surprisal. (B) Zipf plot of the individuals’ surprisal for
the empirical data and the null model. The discrepancy between the two curves is significant, meaning that the surprisal values
of most of the top-1% individuals by empirical surprisal (i.e., those at the left of the vertical dashed line) are significantly above
the surprisal values expected for their ranking position. (C) Surprisal vs. number of visited stores. The two variables are only
weakly correlated.
model distribution (preserving the individuals’ number
of visited stores), and comparing the empirical largest
surprisal scores against the largest scores from the boot-
strap – see Appendix B for details. In general, it is not
guaranteed that there exists a sizeable set of individuals
who achieve not only a number of discoveries that signifi-
cantly deviate from the expectations from the null model,
but also a surprisal score that is significantly larger than
the largest surprisal scores observed in the bootstrap pro-
cedure.
However, we find that while the number of discover-
ies per individual is positively correlated with the num-
ber of visited stores (Fig. 2A), the deviations from the
trend are significant and cannot be explained by chance.
To rule out the possibility that high values of surprisal
are obtained through random fluctuations, we compare
the empirical surprisal values of the detected discoverers
with the top-surprisal values observed by resampling the
individuals’ number of discoveries from the null-model
distribution (see Appendix B). We find that the largest
empirical surprisal values are significantly larger than the
largest surprisal values obtained by resampling the indi-
viduals’ number of discoveries (Fig. 2B). The surprisal
values are weakly correlated with the individuals’ num-
ber of visited stores, indicating that activity alone is not
a good proxy for an individual’s propensity to discover
successful stores (Fig. 2C). The results in Fig. 2 refer to
eating places; results for other store categories are qual-
itatively similar (Online Appendix F). Taken together,
these findings indicate that some individuals exhibit a
clear propensity to purchase in recently-opened stores
that later become successful, and it is highly unlikely
that this pattern can be explained solely by the individ-
uals’ level of activity.
B. Tracking detected individuals to predict store success
The previous analysis reveals that there exist individ-
uals who repeatedly purchase in recent stores that later
end up being successful. Yet, the detected individuals
would have true predictive value only if they would be
predictive of success over a “validation period” that fol-
lows the training period within which they were detected.
Is the discoverers’ tendency to collect discoveries persis-
tent enough over time to allow us to track their actions
for reliable out-of-sample success predictions? This is not
obvious a priori, but if it would be the case, it would sug-
gest that discovering successful stores is a persistent be-
havioral trait of the discoverers. Besides, are the predic-
tions made by tracking the discoverers’ purchases more
accurate than those obtained through other small groups
of top individuals?
To answer these questions, we analyze stores that re-
ceived their first transaction within the validation period
(from June 2017 to May 2018) to evaluate the predictive
power of top-individuals detected within the training pe-
riod (i.e., by only using data from December 2015 to May
2017). We compare the discoverers’ predictive power
against groups of top individuals selected by network cen-
trality measures (the aforementioned hubs selected by de-
gree (Goldenberg et al. 2009a), collective influence (Mo-
rone and Makse 2015), and social diversity (Eagle et al.
2010)), total expenditures (high-expenditure individu-
als (Di Clemente et al. 2018)), number of visited stores
(store explorers), and mobility-related features (explor-
ers selected by mobility diversity (Song et al. 2010) and
radius of gyration (Gonzalez et al. 2008)). Comparing
the discoverers’ performance against that by seven alter-
native groups of top-individuals allows us to ensure that
the magnitude and cross-category consistency of the dis-
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FIG. 3. Wisdom of the few: Success predictions based on groups of key individuals. Success-rate fold increase
for stores visited early on by different groups of top-individuals, for eating places (A), food stores (B), and clothing stores
(C) that received their first transaction within the validation period. The discoverers’ success rate is substantially larger than
that of other groups for eating and food stores. The discoverers and the explorers selected by radius of gyration are similarly
competitive for clothing stores, and they outperform the other groups. Compared to the discoverers, the performance by other
groups of selected individuals is inconsistent or weaker. For example, the social hubs are associated with an above-baseline
success rate for eating places and food stores, but not for clothing stores. The explorers (selected by radius of gyration) exhibit
a success rate comparable to the discoverers’ one for clothing stores, but their predictive power is substantially weaker for
eating places and food stores.
coverers’ predictive power cannot be matched by other
known customer social, economic, and mobility traits.
As for the social hubs, the inclusion of the hubs selected
by collective influence is motivated by recent network-
science findings that indicate that sets of individuals with
high collective influence significantly outperform sets of
high-degree individuals in triggering large-scale diffusion
processes (Lu¨ et al. 2016, Morone and Makse 2015). We
refer to the Online Appendices B–C for all details on the
detection of the groups of top-individuals included in the
analysis.
We consider the classification problem where we aim
to predict whether a store introduced in the validation
period will be among the top-10% shops by final number
of first-time customers, among the stores with the same
MCC that received their first transaction in the same
month – if this is the case, we say that the store is suc-
cessful. Our definition of success factors out two poten-
tial confounding factors in our measure of success: store
age and category (see Online Appendix F). To quantify
the predictive power of a given group of individuals, I,
we measure the fraction of successful stores among those
that featured an individual in I among the earliest w
first-time customers – we refer to this fraction as I’s suc-
cess rate. We divide this success rate by the baseline suc-
cess rate given by the fraction of successful stores among
those that received at least w first-time customers by the
end of the validation period, obtaining the fold increase
of I’s success rate with respect to the baseline expecta-
tion. For the sake of brevity, we refer to this ratio as I’s
success-rate fold increase. In other words, for each group
I, we are defining a Naive Bayes Classifier that classifies
a store as successful if an individual in I is found among
the earliest w customers, unsuccessful otherwise (Sarigo¨l
et al. 2014). According to this interpretation, I’s success
rate can be interpreted as the precision of I’s classifier,
and standard classifier evaluation metrics such as recall
and the Matthews’ correlation coefficient can be evalu-
ated (Powers 2011) – see Online Appendices E-F for the
complete predictive results.
We find that the detected discoverers exhibit a con-
sistent predictive signal across all three store categories
(Fig. 3). In particular, for eating places and food
stores, the discoverers exhibit the largest success-rate
fold increase for all numbers of included early customers
(Figs. 3A–B). For clothing stores, explorers selected by
radius of gyration exhibit a similar success rate to the
discoverers’ one (Figs. 3C). The early purchases by other
classes of individuals might still be associated with larger-
than-baseline success rates, yet none of the other groups
of individuals is competitive across all three store cate-
gories. Based on existing literature, the social hubs are
the most interesting group to compare against the dis-
coverers. When considering the earliest 10 first-time cus-
tomers of eating places, the social hubs selected by degree
and collective influence achieve an above-baseline success
rate (1.20 and 1.27, respectively), even though smaller
than that achieved by the discoverers (1.52). However,
the same does not hold for clothing stores: the stores
that received a purchase by a social hub (selected by de-
gree) exhibit a success rate that is comparable to the
baseline (1.00 fold increase), whereas the discoverers still
exhibit a significant predictive power (1.29 success-rate
fold increase). We refer to Fig. 3 for the full results.
Similar conclusions can be drawn from the results ob-
tained with two more prediction evaluation metrics: the
Matthews’ correlation coefficient3 and the positive likeli-
3 Recent findings indicate that to evaluate the overall performance
8hood ratio (Powers 2011) – we refer to Online Appendices
D–E for the detailed results. The recall metric (namely,
the fraction of successful stores that are classified as suc-
cessful) exhibits a different trend compared to the success
rate because by construction, it favors groups of individ-
uals that purchased in many different stores. Because
of this, store explorers exhibit the largest recall values
across all three categories, followed by the discoverers
and high-expenditure individuals (see Online Appendix
D). The results for the recall metric indicate that while
early purchases by the discoverers are predictive of suc-
cess, there exist stores that succeed without an early visit
by the discoverers. For example, out of 10, 301 eating
places introduced in the validation period that received
at least 10 customers, 1, 172 are successful, and 38.8%
of them received a discoverer among the earliest 10 first-
time customers. Therefore, not all successful stores re-
ceived an early purchase by a discoverer. Still, an eating
place that received a discoverer among the earliest 10
customers is 62.5% more likely to be successful than one
that did not. Similar conclusions can be drawn by con-
sidering different numbers of early customers and store
categories – See Online Appendix E.
Beyond the classification problem, one can also inves-
tigate whether stores that received a discoverer among
the earliest customers tend to receive a larger number of
customers in the future. We find that this is the case
across all three store categories. For example, among the
eating places that received their first transaction in the
validation period, those that had a discoverer among the
earliest 10 customers tend to gain approximately 40.3%
more first-time customers that the average store with
the same age and category. Similar results are obtained
for food and clothing stores, where the relative fold in-
creases of the final number of customers associated with
the presence of a discoverer among the earliest customers
are 33.2% and 17.0%, respectively (see Online Appendix
F for detailed results).
Overall, our results are reasonably robust with respect
to variations in the parameters of the analysis, includ-
ing the discoverer detection parameters, the threshold
used to define successful stores, the relative duration of
training and validation periods, the fraction of individu-
als included in each group (see Online Appendices D–E
for a detailed presentation). We also notice that it is
possible to consistently improve the predictions’ success
rates by pairing the discoverers with other groups of indi-
viduals, yet these improvements tend to be marginal (see
Online Appendix E). Taken together, our results indicate
that early purchases by the discoverers are typically as-
sociated with increased odds of future success and an in-
creased number of future customers with respect to the
of a classifier for a classification problem with an imbalanced set,
the Matthews’ correlation coefficient should be preferred over
the more traditional F1 score and accuracy (Chicco and Jurman
2020).
purchases by other groups of top-individuals. By con-
trast, the early-purchases by the hubs are not reliable
predictors of success for the visited store.
C. Socioeconomic characterization of discoverers, social
hubs, and explorers
Having detected the discoverers and measured their
predictive power, it is inevitable to investigate which
traits make them different from ordinary individuals and
social hubs. This is relevant for companies in order to
detect prospective discoverers in scenarios where trans-
action data for their customers are not available, and po-
tentially nudge into behaving as discoverers individuals
who exhibit appropriate combinations of traits. We start
by observing that there is little overlap between pairs
of groups of discoverers of different categories of stores:
The largest overlap is 380 common discoverers among the
discoverers of eating places and food stores (correspond-
ing to the 2.8% of the discoverers of eating places and
the 1.8% of the discoverers of food stores); the largest
Jaccard similarity is 0.015 observed between the sets of
discoverers of eating places and clothing stores. This in-
dicates that it is unlikely that a discoverer in one category
is also a discoverer in another category of stores, suggest-
ing that the discoverers tend to be highly specialized.
Interesting demographic differences emerge across the
groups of individuals (Fig. 4). The discoverers’ demo-
graphic traits are consistent with the store explorers’ ones
for eating places (the members of both groups tend to be
males whose age is below the population median) and for
clothing stores (the members of both groups tend to be
female). A clear difference emerges for food stores: the
store explorers tend to be males with below-median age,
yet the discoverers tend to be female with above-median
age. Hence, not only store explorers are not necessarily
discoverers (Fig. 2C), but the two groups of individuals
can also exhibit starkly different demographic traits.
As for socioeconomic traits, across all three store cat-
egories, the trait where the discoverers’ median deviates
the most from the population median is the number of
visited stores, followed by total expenditures, collective
influence, and number of contacts (for all these differ-
ences, P < 0.01 according to the Mood’s median test).
The discoverers’ large expenditures and number of social
contacts suggest that they have a higher socioeconomic
status and degree of social connectedness than ordinary
individuals. In this sense, they respect the traits of early
adopters outlined in Rogers’ seminal theory on the dif-
fusion of innovations (Rogers 2010). Yet, the discoverers
are not outstanding in any of these traits: for exam-
ple, the social hubs selected by degree exhibit a sub-
stantially larger number of contacts, and store explor-
ers purchase in a substantially larger number of stores.
We also notice that the discoverers’ mobility diversity is
slightly above the population median, with the smallest
relative difference observed for the discoverers of food
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FIG. 4. Profiling key individuals: Discoverers, social hubs, and explorers. (A) The radar plot illustrates the profiling
of a group of individuals (discoverers of eating places). We compare the individuals’ traits (represented by the radars’ axes)
with the traits’ population medians (connected by the red polygon). (B) For each group of individuals (row), I, and each
trait (column), T , we report the difference between T ’s median for individuals in I and the population median, normalized by
the population median. Some of the discoverers’ socioeconomic and mobility traits are consistent: regardless of store category,
the typical discoverer exhibits above-median total expenditures, number of visited stores, collective influence, number of social
contacts, and mobility diversity. By contrast, the discoverers’ demographic traits (age and gender) are category-dependent.
The traits of social hubs and store explorers are also reported. Alongside the reported relative differences, single (∗) or double
(∗∗) stars mark significance levels below P < 0.05 and P < 0.01, respectively, under the binomial test for female ratio, and the
Mood’s median test for all other features (see Appendix C).
stores (+2.0%, P < 0.05). Overall, these results support
a scenario where the discoverers benefit from various so-
cioeconomic traits, yet none of the investigated traits is
predictive of the behavior of an individual as a discoverer.
Further research is necessary to assess whether alterna-
tive socioeconomic traits, or some psychological traits,
can be leveraged to accurately distinguish the discover-
ers from the rest of the population.
Intriguingly, we can compare the socioeconomic and
demographic traits of the social hubs with results ob-
tained by previous studies. We find that the social
hubs (selected by degree and collective influence) exhibit
above-median expenditures (P < 0.01). This is in qual-
itative agreement with previous studies that reported
that expenditures are a reliable proxy for monthly in-
come (Di Clemente et al. 2018), and social hubs tend to
have a higher economic status (Luo et al. 2017). The
social hubs also exhibit an above-median number of vis-
ited stores, but not an above-median radius of gyration
nor mobility diversity. In line with previous findings on
online platforms (Goldenberg et al. 2009a), social hubs
tend to be males. Compared to the discoverers, the social
hubs exhibit a smaller radius of gyration and a smaller
number of visited stores. Store explorers tend to be more
central in the social network and to travel for a longer
distance (as measured by their radius of gyration) than
the discoverers.
V. DISCUSSION
The canonical narrative in management and network
sciences is that influential individuals can be detected
from their position in social networks, and the social
hubs found in social network data are associated with
a stronger future growth of their adopted products or
services (Muller and Peres 2019). Our results question
this paradigm by revealing that if our goal is to predict
success, early purchases by social hubs are only predic-
tive of success for specific store categories, and their pre-
dictive signal is weaker than that observed for discover-
ers. This suggests that consumer heterogeneity is a more
important driver of stores’ success than word-of-mouth
processes (Peres et al. 2010). By contrast, the discov-
erers are not among the most central individuals in the
social network that we analyzed, yet their early mone-
tary transactions are predictive of the stores’ potential,
without the need to explicitly consider the social network
the discoverers are embedded in. Therefore, companies
and organizations that have only access to transaction
data would be able to use our approach to detect key
individuals for success prediction.
These conclusions were reached by integrating massive
purchasing data and social network data, which allowed
us to compare the predictive power of the discoverers
against three groups of social hubs. Hence, our work
links the recent literature on “predictive customers” de-
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tected from purchasing data (Anderson et al. 2015, Medo
et al. 2016, Simester et al. 2019) with the well-established
literature on the role of social hubs in adoption pro-
cesses (Goldenberg et al. 2009a,b, Libai et al. 2013,
Muller and Peres 2019, Watts and Dodds 2007). Com-
pared to the recently-studied “harbinger customers” (An-
derson et al. 2015) who rarely purchase new products
that later disappear from the market, the discoverers re-
peatedly early purchase in top-performing business, al-
lowing for consistent out-of-sample predictions of new
top-performers.
Data-driven success predictions have recently gained
traction in various scientific disciplines beyond manage-
ment science, including the science of science (Fortu-
nato et al. 2018), social sciences (Hofman et al. 2017),
and macroeconomics (Tacchella et al. 2018), among oth-
ers. The predictive problem framed here and the dis-
coverer detection procedure hold promise for applica-
tion to any human activity data where individual units
make adoption decisions in social environment. Future
studies might indeed search for discoverers among online
users downloading or resharing content in social media,
organizations adopting new technologies, and scientists
choosing research topics, among others. From a manage-
ment research standpoint, future studies could improve
our predictions by integrating the discoverers’ predictive
signal with other success predictors, including new store
preannouncement activities (Rao and Turut 2019) and
geographic information (Simester et al. 2019).
We conclude by highlighting two limitations of our
study, which open exciting research avenues. First,
we implicitly assumed that mobile-phone communication
data provide us with sufficiently good estimates of the in-
dividuals’ centrality in the actual network of social con-
tacts. On the other hand, with the rise of online so-
cial networks and instant messaging platforms, the phone
communication network only provides us with a partial
representation of the actual communication flows in so-
ciety. Obtaining a complete representation of the social
communication patterns across an entire nation is clearly
unattainable. Therefore, while the incompleteness of our
social graph is a limitation of our work, it also mimics
a real-world managerial scenario where an organization
has only access to incomplete social information about
its customers. Future studies need to generalize our re-
sults to online communities or virtual worlds where data
on individuals’ social connections, communication, and
behavior are (nearly) complete.
Second, based on our data, we cannot establish any
causal connection between the discoverers’ purchases and
the success of the stores. We have addressed the predic-
tive question of whether the purchases by selected key in-
dividuals are consistent indicators of future success, but
we did not address the question of whether the detected
discoverers play an active or passive role in the mar-
ket dynamics. In other words, it remains open to assess
whether the discoverers can actively accelerate the stores’
growth (similarly as the long-studied opinion leaders and
influencers are assumed to do (Muller and Peres 2019)):
if this is the case (at least for some of them), due to their
lower centrality compared to the social hubs, they could
be cost-effective targets for seeding campaigns. Another
open question is whether delaying the discoverers’ pur-
chases would slow down the stores’ growth (similarly as
reported in a recent experiment for natural early adopters
of a new technology (Catalini and Tucker 2017)). In fu-
ture research, we will examine these possibilities through
field experiments. As the discoverers effectively antic-
ipate future market trends by manifesting their present
needs through their purchases, they can also serve to gen-
erate effective ideas for new products and services in a
similar way as lead customers do (Lilien et al. 2002).
Not all early customers are the same. In large-scale
markets, there exists a reliable predictive power hidden
in the actions of small sets of individuals, which can be
unveiled through appropriate statistical methods applied
to the purchasing history. Deepening our understand-
ing of the mechanisms, motivations, and personal values
behind the emergence of such predictive customers is a
fascinating challenge for future research.
Appendix A: Discoverer detection
We aim to quantify individuals’ tendency to purchase
in recent stores that later become successful. To this
end, we define a discovery as an event where an individ-
ual purchases in a store no later than ∆ days after the
store received its first transaction, and the store turns
out to be successful. A store is considered as success-
ful if it is among the top-z% stores by final number of
first-time customers (at the end of the training period),
among the stores with the same Merchant Category Code
that received their first transaction in the same month.
Stores that received their first transaction within the last
two months of the training period are excluded from the
analysis; similarly, transactions in that period do not con-
tribute to the individuals’ number of visited stores and
discoveries, but only to the stores’ number of customers.
In the following, we denote the individuals who made at
least one transaction in a store included in the analysis
as i ∈ {1, . . . , I}, where I is the total number of active
individuals.
We determine individual i’s propensity to discover suc-
cessful stores as the unexpectedness of i’s observed num-
ber of discoveries, d∗i , in terms of the statistical surprisal
si(d
∗
i ) = − logPi(d ≥ d∗i ), where Pi(d ≥ d∗i ) represents
the probability that individual i collected d∗i or more dis-
coveries given its total number of visited stores, ki. More
specifically, the probability Pi(d ≥ d∗i ) is determined an-
alytically as follows. We consider a process where each
individual i draws (without replacement) ki marbles out
of an urn which contains T marbles, D of which are la-
belled as “discoveries”; T and D match the empirical
number of first-time transactions and discoveries, respec-
tively: T =
∑
i ki, and D =
∑
i d
∗
i . This choice of the
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null model aims to factor out individuals’ level of activ-
ity, ki, from the surprisal measure. The probability that
i achieves d discoveries follows the hypergeometric distri-
bution with mean 〈di〉 = kiD/T :
Pi(d|ki) =
(
D
d
)(
T−D
ki−d
)(
T
ki
) . (A1)
Individual i’s surprisal is given by
si = − logPi(d ≥ d∗i ) = − log
(
ki∑
d=d∗i
Pi(d|ki)
)
. (A2)
The discoverers are detected as the top-τ% individuals
by s. Results in the main text have been obtained with
z = 10%, ∆ = 90 days, τ = 1%; results for different
values of z,∆, τ are reported in Figs. S7–S9.
The surprisal metric naturally rewards individuals
whose observed number of discoveries d∗i far exceeds their
expected number of discoveries under the null model. For
example, for eating places, the top-individual by surprisal
collected 20 discoveries out of 68 eating places where he
purchased. His expected number of discoveries under the
null model was 2.56, meaning that he collected roughly
eight times more discoveries than expected by chance.
The probability he achieved 20 discoveries under the null
model is 4.7× 10−13, resulting in a large surprisal value
(s = 28.4).
Appendix B: The bootstrap procedure
Even in a random sampling process, some individu-
als might still achieve a large value of surprisal due to
statistical fluctuations. To ascertain that the largest ob-
served values of surprisal cannot be explained by chance,
we perform a bootstrap analysis (Medo et al. 2016). In
each realization of the bootstrap procedure, for each in-
dividual, we extract its number di of discoveries from
the hypergeometric distribution (A1), and compute the
surprisal value, si, associated with the extracted num-
ber of discoveries. For each bootstrap realization, we
rank the individuals according to their surprisal, obtain-
ing the Zipf’s plot s(r) for that realization. We then
average the Zipf plot obtained over different realizations,
and compare the resulting Zipf plot with the Zipf plot
corresponding to the empirical surprisal values. The re-
sults show that for the highest ranking positions, the em-
pirical surprisal values are significantly larger than the
bootstrapped ones (Figs. 1E, S1–S2).
Appendix C: Statistical analysis
The statistical significance of the differences between
group and population median displayed in Fig. 4 have
been obtained through the Binomial test and Mood’s
median test Mood (1950) for the female ratio and all
the other traits, respectively. The binomial test allows
us to test the null hypothesis that males and females are
equally likely to occur in the detected group of individ-
uals. The Mood’s median test allows us to test whether
the group and population median were extracted from
two populations with the same median.
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Category MCC Description
Eating places 5812 Restaurants or eating places
5813 Drinking Places (Alcoholic Beverages), Bars, Taverns, Cocktail lounges, Nightclubs and Discotheques
5814 Fast Food Restaurants
Food stores 5411 Grocery stores, Supermarkets
5422 Freezer and Locker Meat Provisioners
5441 Candy, Confectionery, Nut stores
5451 Dairy Products stores
5462 Bakeries
5499 Misc. Food stores – Convenience stores and Specialty Markets
Clothing stores 5611 Men’s and Boy’s Clothing and Accessories stores
5621 Women’s Ready-to-Wear stores
5631 Women’s Accessory and Specialty stores
5641 Children’s and Infant’s Wear stores
5651 Family Clothing stores
5655 Sports Apparel, Riding Apparel stores
5661 Shoe stores
5681 Furriers and Fur stores
5691 Men’s and Women’s Clothing stores
5697 Tailors, Seamstress, Mending, and Alterations
5698 Wig and Toupee stores
5699 Miscellaneous Apparel and Accessory stores
TABLE A2. Definition of the three store categories analyzed in this paper in terms of the Merchant Category Codes (MCCs)
of the included stores.
ONLINE APPENDIX A. DATA FILTERING AND NETWORKS CONSTRUCTION
Before describing the data, we point out that all the data analyzed in the article are anonymized. The subjects of
the analysis (individuals and stores) are represented by meaningless hashes in the dataset. All individuals are non-
identifiable, meaning that there is no way to reconstruct the individuals’ real identities; all stores are nameless, there
is no way to reconstruct the stores’ real name; all transactions are innominate. For the sake of better readability, when
referring to the analyzed datasets and the individuals in the following, we shall omit the labels ”anonymized” and
”non-identifiable”. Nevertheless, whenever we will refer to an individual, it should be interpreted as a non-identifiable
individual whose real identity is impossible to identify. Whenever we will refer to a group of ”detected” individuals,
it should be interpreted as a group of individuals whose real identities cannot be identified.
Credit Card Record (CDR)
We analyzed a Credit Card Record (CCR) from a large bank in an emerging country collected over a three-year
period from June 2015 to June 2018. We filtered out stores with less than ten customers throughout the whole data
time span. We consider three store categories: eating places, food stores, and clothing stores. The three categories
have been selected according to the Merchant Category Codes (MCCs) that are available in the data, according to the
classification scheme reported in Table A2. We study separately three temporal bipartite networks where individuals
are connected to the stores they purchased in. The time-stamp of each link is determined by the time-stamp of the
first purchase by the individual.
We split the three-year CCR into three non-overlapping periods, as explained below. The time periods reported
below refer to the ones that were used for the analysis in the main text; in Online Appendix E, we tested the robustness
of our results with respect to other choices for the data partitioning.
• Pre-filtering period (June 2015 – November 2015). We used this period to assess whether a store that
appears in the training period is a new store or a previously-existing one. If a store found in the training period
is also found in the pre-filtering period, it is a pre-existing one and does not contribute to the customers’ number
of discoveries, whereas it still contributes to their number of visited stores.
• Training period (December 2015 – May 2017). We analyze separately the three categories of stores
reported in Table S1. A potential issue is that the discoverer detection procedure requires us to estimate the
success of the stores, which might be unreliable for stores that received their first transaction near the end of the
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training period. For this reason, we filtered out from the analysis the stores introduced less than two months
before the end of the training period. The total number of relevant stores is denoted as S. The time tiα of
each link (i, α) is determined by the first visit of individual i to store α. We denote as ki and vα the number of
stores visited by individual i within the training period (excluding the last two months of this period) and the
number of first-time customers of store α, respectively. We denote as di the number of discoveries collected by
individual i within the training period (excluding the last two months of this period). The reason for excluding
the last two months when measuring ki and di is that the estimation of success might be unreliable for the shops
that appeared for the first time near the end of the training period.
• Validation period (June 2017 – May 2018). The transactions from June 2017 to May 2018 are used as
validation period to assess the out-of-sample predictive signal for different groups of detected individuals. We
focus on the stores that were opened within this period, and assess the relation between the presence/absence
of different groups of individuals among the earliest customers and the future success of the store (see Online
Appendix D for the details). Again, a potential issue is that the prediction evaluation procedure requires us
to estimate the future success of the stores, which might be unreliable for stores opened near to the end of the
validation period. For this reason, we filtered out from the analysis the stores introduced less than two months
before the end of the validation period. We denote by V the resulting number of relevant stores.
Call Data Record (CDR) and its relation with the CCR
We analyzed a Call Data Record (CDR) from a large mobile phone operator from the same country where the
CCR was recorded. The CDR used in this study covers a one-year period from January 2016 to December 2016.
Importantly, this period overlaps with the CCR’s time span, and it is possible to partially match the individuals in
the CDR with the individuals in the CCR (see below). For each telco customer, the CDR contains all the calls she
made to or received from both other telco customers and non-customers. This implies that for the telco customers,
we can observe their complete mobile-phone communication activity, whereas for the non-customers, we can only
see their communications with the telco customers. Besides, each individual may be telco customer only for specific
months of the year, but not throughout the whole year.
In our work, we use the CDR to construct 12 snapshots of the social network. For each month, we only include
the telco customers in the network. When computing the time-averaged centrality metrics of each individual in the
social network, we only include the months when the target individual was a telco customer. The rationale is that
the individuals’ centrality is largely underestimated in the months when they are not telco customers, because their
calls from/to non-telco customers are not included. We refer to Online Appendix C for a description of how the
time-averaged centrality metrics were computed.
ONLINE APPENDIX B. INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL TRAITS EXTRACTED FROM THE CCR
We describe here how we extracted the individual-level traits of interest from the available CCR.
• Surprisal (Discoverers).
The individuals’ surprisal is defined by Eq. (2) in the main text. We refer to the main text for the details
of its computation. The discoverers of a given category of stores are the top-τ% individuals by the surprisal
obtained by analyzing the respective category of stores.
• Number of visited stores (Store explorers).
For each of the three categories of stores considered in our work, we count the number of visited stores per
individual, k, within the training period. The store explorers of a given category of stores are the top-τ%
individuals by number of visited stores within the training period.
• Time-averaged total expenditure (High-expenditure individuals).
For each bank customer who made at least one purchase within the training period, we extract his/her total
expenditures from each month between January and December 2016, and we average over this 12-month period.
The high-expenditure individuals are the top-τ% individuals by time-averaged total expenditure.
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ONLINE APPENDIX C. INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL TRAITS EXTRACTED FROM THE CDR
We describe here how we extracted the individual-level traits of interest from the available CDR. The extracted
traits are used both to detect the top-individuals used to make predictions (as detailed below), and to characterize
the groups of top-individuals in Fig. 3 of the main text.
Centrality and social hubs
We introduce here appropriate time averages of three different centrality metrics: degree, collective influence, social
diversity.
• Time-averaged number of contacts (Social hubs by degree).
The number of contacts (or degree) of the individuals in the social network is probably the simplest metric to
quantify individuals’ centrality. Individuals with a large number of contacts – social hubs – have been first used
for success prediction by Goldenberg et al. (Goldenberg et al. 2009a). To detect the social hubs (Goldenberg
et al. 2009a), we measure the number of contacts per individual within each month, ki(t). We denote by T (t)
the set of telco customers in month t. An individual may be telco customers only for some months within the
CDR timespan. Motivated by the lines of reasoning in Online Appendix A, we define the time-averaged number
of contacts for individual i as
ki =
∑
t δ(i ∈ T (t)) ki(t)∑
t δ(i ∈ T (t))
. (C1)
From the definition, it follows that ki > 0 only for those individuals who are telco customers for at least one
month. Only the months when an individual is a telco customer are included in the average. The social hubs
by degree are the top-τ% individuals by ki, among the individuals who are found in the CCR and made at least
one purchase in stores of the analyzed category within the training period.
We note that if an individual is found in the CCR but she is not among the telco customers, she obtains ki = 0
and cannot be detected as a social hub. This is a consequence of the incompleteness of our data: given a set
of individuals who make transactions in the CDR, we do not know the communication activity for all of them
and, as a result, we can only detect the top-individuals by centrality among those that are also telco customers.
Similar remarks apply for all other individuals’ traits extracted from the CDR.
• Time-averaged Collective Influence (Social hubs by Collective Influence, CI).
While the degree is the simplest centrality metric in networks (Lu¨ et al. 2016), it neglects higher-order network
effects that are potentially informative about the position of the nodes. As a more sophisticated metric of
network centrality, we rely on the collective influence metric introduced by Morone and Makse (Morone and
Makse 2015). The metric detects the minimal set of nodes that, once removed from the network, disrupt the
network’s giant component. The detection of these nodes is typically referred to as the structural influence
maximization problem (Lu¨ et al. 2016). Morone and Makse (Morone and Makse 2015) solved analytically the
problem through the theory of optimal percolation on graphs, and showed that the collective influence metric
provides a reliable approximation to the solution of the problem and, at the same time, can be computed rapidly
on large datasets. By considering the network of telco customers in month t, the collective influence CIi(t) of
a telco customer i in month t is given by (Morone and Makse 2015)
CI
(l)
i (t) = (ki(t)− 1)
∑
j∈∂Bl(i)
(kj(t)− 1), (C2)
where Bl(i) denotes the ball of radius l centered in i, and ∂Bl(i) denotes its frontier (Morone and Makse 2015).
Here, we set l = 1. As we did for the number of contacts, we define the time-averaged collective influence of
individual i as
CI
(1)
i =
∑
t δ(i ∈ T (t))CI(1)i (t)∑
t δ(i ∈ T (t))
. (C3)
The social hubs by collective influence are the top-τ% individuals by CI
(1)
i , among the individuals who are also
found in the CCR and made at least one purchase in stores of the analyzed category within the training period.
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• Time-averaged social diversity (Social hubs by social diversity)
We consider an alternative metric of social importance that has brought insights into regional socioeconomic
development (Eagle et al. 2010). The social diversity metric quantifies whether a given individual tends to
communicate repeatedly with a restricted set of contacts, or whether she contacts a diverse set of people. It is
defined as the entropy (Eagle et al. 2010)
SSi (t) = −
∑
j
(wij(t)/wi(t)) log(wij(t)/wi(t))
log(wi(t))
(C4)
where wi represents i’s total number of interactions within month t, wij(t) the total number of interactions
between i and j within month t. If a person i has only one contact j over one month t, then wij(t) = δij and, as
a consequence, SSi (t) = 0. As we did for the previous centralities, we define the time-averaged social diversity
of individual i as
SSi =
∑
t δ(i ∈ T (t))SSi (t)∑
t δ(i ∈ T (t))
. (C5)
The social hubs by social diversity are the top-τ% individuals by SS , among the individuals who are also found
in the CCR and made at least one purchase in stores of the analyzed category within the training period.
Mobility-related traits and explorers
• Time-averaged mobility diversity
The mobility diversity metric has been introduced to characterize the predictability of human mobility (Song
et al. 2010). The idea is to understand whether a given individual uses a restricted number of antennas or a
diverse set of antennas. The latter means that the individual has been in a diverse set of locations, which is a
manifestation of high mobility. The mobility diversity of individual i is given by the following entropy (Song
et al. 2010):
SMi (t) = −
∑ (cia(t)/ci(t)) log(cia(t)/ci(t))
log(ci(t))
(C6)
where cia(t) denotes the number of calls made/received by i through antenna a within month t, and ci denotes
the total number of calls made/received by individual i within month t. If i uses only one antenna within month
t, cia(t) = ci(t) which results in S
M
i (t) = 0. On the other hand, individuals who made/received calls from many
different antenna are characterized by large values of SMi (t). As we did for the previous CDR-extracted traits,
we define the time-averaged mobility diversity of individual i as
SMi =
∑
t δ(i ∈ T (t))SMi (t)∑
t δ(i ∈ T (t))
. (C7)
The explorers by mobility diversity are the top-τ% individuals by SM , among the individuals who are also found
in the CCR and made at least one purchase in stores of the analyzed category within the training period.
• Time-averaged radius of gyration
The radius of gyration can be interpreted as the characteristic distance traveled by a given individual (Gonzalez
et al. 2008). This metric has been used to distinguish explorative individuals from ”returner” individuals who
tend to only visit a small number of locations (Pappalardo et al. 2015). Individual i’s total radius of gyration
rg is defined as (Gonzalez et al. 2008)
ri =
√
1
Ni
∑
l∈Li
nil
(
r(l)− rCMi
)2
, (C8)
where nil denotes the number of times individual i uses antenna l within month t, Li denotes the set of antennas
that individual i visited, Ni =
∑
l∈L ni, r(l) is a two-dimensional vector describing the geographic coordinates
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of location l, rCMi represents individual i’s center of mass. As we did for the previous CDR-extracted traits, we
define the time-averaged radius of gyration of individual i as
ri =
∑
t δ(i ∈ T (t)) ri(t)∑
t δ(i ∈ T (t))
. (C9)
The explorers by radius of gyration are the top-τ% individuals by r, among the individuals who are also found
in the CCR and made at least one purchase in stores of the analyzed category within the training period.
ONLINE APPENDIX D. SUCCESS PREDICTION: FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
We provide here all details on the formulation of the predictive problem, the Naive Bayes Classifiers used in the
paper, and the prediction evaluation metrics.
Formulation of the predictive problem
In line with the literature on the prediction of popularity in online systems (Hofman et al. 2017, Martin et al. 2016,
Shulman et al. 2016), we aim to address the following question: Can we use the behavioral and socioeconomic traits
of stores’ early customers to predict the eventual popularity of the store? In other words, we peek into the stores’
early activity data, and we aim to use this information to predict the stores’ eventual success. Formulating the related
predictive problem requires two design choices: (1) How much peeking into early activity in a store is allowed, and
(2) which metric of store success we aim to predict (Hofman et al. 2017, Shulman et al. 2016).
As for (1), ideally, we would like to look at a period of early activity that is short enough that the eventual success
of the store is not evident. Besides, we would like to exclude from the predictive problem stores that only received
few customers and, for this reason, are unlikely to become successful in the future. Motivated by these considerations,
we peek into the stores’ earliest w first-time customer, where we vary w from 5 to 30; when we consider the earliest
w first-time customer, only stores that received at least w first-time customer are included in the analysis.
As for (2), a broad range of predictive problems emerges depending on the dimension of store success that we aim
to predict. In this work, we focus on the stores’ popularity, v, defined by their total number of first-time customers
(i.e., the total number of people who purchase in the store at least once). However, we cannot use directly v to define
the group of successful stores, as v is strongly influenced by store age and MCC (see Online Appendix B). One faces
an analogous issue when measuring the impact of scientific papers through citation-based indicators (which often
results in metrics of impact that are biased by paper age and scientific field (Liao et al. 2017)), or when attempting
to compare the performance of different innovation diffusion processes that started at different points in time (Muller
and Peres 2019). To factor out these confounding effects, we define the group P of popular stores as the group of
stores that are ranked among the top-s% stores by cumulative number of first-time customers, among stores with the
same MCC that received their first transaction in the same month. The cumulative number of first-time customers is
measured throughout the complete validation period. Assessing the popularity of each store only in relation to stores
of the same MCC and age directly removes the bias of v without the need to know the distribution of v.
Putting together (1) and (2), we formulate a binary classification problem where we observe the earliest w first-time
customers of a store within the validation period (excluding the last two months), and we aim to predict whether
the store will end up in the group P of the popular stores. Importantly, to validate the predictions, we only consider
stores that received their first purchase during the validation period (excluding the last two months), whereas the
eight different classes of top-individuals defined in the main text and Online Appendix B are detected within the
training period.
Naive Bayes Classifiers (NBCs)
To quantify the predictive performance of different groups of individuals, we consider Naive Bayes Classifiers
(NBCs) (Sarigo¨l et al. 2014). For each group I of relevant individuals (e.g., I can represent the set of discoverers),
we consider the simplest possible classification rule: a store is classified as successful if at least one individual i ∈ I
was among the earliest w customers, as non-successful otherwise. Such a simple classifier allows us to compare the
predictive power of the eight groups of relevant individuals considered here. From a machine-learning standpoint, this
classifier requires no model training: it only takes as input the list of individuals detected within the training period.
It is useful to introduce a random classifier that provides us, for each prediction evaluation metric, with a baseline
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performance metric. Such a random classifier is simply a random guess: each store is classified as successful with
probability 0.5, as non-successful with probability 0.5.
Beyond this simple classifier, we also consider ”two-dimensional” NBCs that result from the joint presence of
individuals from two groups of relevant individuals. For each pair (I1, I2) of relevant individuals (e.g., I1 and I2 may
represent the set of discoverers and social hubs, respectively), we implement the following classification rule: a store
is classified as successful if and only if at least one individual from I1 and one individual from I2 were among the
earliest V first-time customer, as non-successful otherwise. Compared to the 1-dimensional NBCs, this rule is stricter,
which results in a smaller number of stores classified as successful. As shown in Fig. A6, this can result in precision
improvements that range from marginal to large, depending on the pairs of considered individuals and store category.
Prediction evaluation metrics
The performance in the classification task is measured in terms of the four elements of the confusion matrix (also
referred to as contingency table) (Chicco 2017, James et al. 2013, Powers 2011): number of True Positives (T+), False
Positives (F+), True Negatives (T−), False Negatives (F−). We consider the following evaluation metrics:
• Precision or success rate (Powers 2011). Fraction of positive-classified stores that ended up in P. In formulas,
the precision P is given by (Powers 2011)
P =
T+
T+ + F+
. (C10)
Therefore, the ratio between the precision for the NBC of group I and the expected precision of the random
classifier (or equivalently, the ratio between I’s success rate and the baseline success rate) can be interpreted
as the fold increase in success rate4 (see main text). Groups of individuals with success-rate fold increase
substantially larger than one can be interpreted as predictors of success.
• Recall. The recall, R, is commonly used in information retrieval and it is typically considered as a complemen-
tary metric to the precision. It is defined as the fraction of successful items that are labeled as positive (Powers
2011)
R =
T+
T+ + F−
. (C11)
In our study, the recall metric naturally favors groups of individuals who purchased in many different stores,
because they are more likely to label a store as positive and, therefore, to label the successful ones as positive.
However, the metric is still informative to have a full understanding of the predictions by the different groups of
individuals: While in the main text we assessed whether stores that received an early purchase by a discoverer
are more likely to be successful, the recall metric informs us about how many successful stores we can hope to
detect by tracking the discoverers.
• Positive likelihood ratio. The positive likelihood ratio, L, is commonly used in medicine and diagnostic
testing (McGee 2002). For our problem, it is defined as the probability that a positive-classified store does end
up in P divided by the probability that a negative-classified store does end up in P. It can be expressed in
terms of recall and specificity (Powers 2011):
L =
R
1− S . (C12)
where R = T+/(T+ + F−) denotes the recall (or true positive rate) and S = T−/(T− + F+) denotes the
specificity (or true negative rate).
• Matthews’ correlation coefficient (r). As the number of popular stores, |P|, is substantially smaller than the
total number of stores, traditional prediction-evaluation metrics like accuracy and the F1-score become ineffective
4 The terminology ”fold change” is typically used in biology. In our
study, it is particularly convenient because it describes effectively
the fact that the stores with individuals from a given group of
individuals among their early customers may exhibit increased
odds of success.
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to evaluate classifiers’ predictive performance. It has been shown numerically (Boughorbel et al. 2017, Luque
et al. 2019) that the Matthews’ correlation coefficient is substantially less sensitive to data imbalance than the
accuracy and the F1-score and, therefore, it is preferable (Chicco 2017). The Matthews’ correlation coefficient,
r, is defined by the equation (Matthews 1975)
r =
T+ T− − F+ F−√
(T+ + F+) (T+ + F−) (T− + F+) (T− + F−)
. (C13)
Differently from the accuracy and F1 score, r is robust with respect to variations of relative class size (Boughorbel
et al. 2017), which makes it suitable for our classification task that features imbalanced classes (Chicco 2017).
Results
The full results for the parameters adopted in the main text are reported in Fig. A5, and the results for different
parameter settings are reported in Figs. A7–A13 and discussed in Online Appendix E. Here, we briefly discuss the
results in Fig. A5. The results for the success-rate fold increase were already shown in Fig. 3 in the main text and
discussed there. The positive likelihood ratio is in almost perfect agreement with the success-rate fold increase. The
Matthews’ correlation coefficient is also in good agreement with the success-rate fold increase, although some evident
deviations can be observed: for example, store explorers and high-expenditure individuals emerge clearly as the second
best-performing group of individuals for eating places and food stores, respectively. The results for recall significantly
differ, which reflects the fact that metric rewards highly-active individuals who purchase in many different stores. The
store explorers emerge as the best-performing group, followed by the discoverers and the high-expenditure individuals.
In the main text, we focused on the simplest possible predictive classifier based on the early purchases by different
groups of individuals. We report here that precision improvements are possible through combinations of these features.
The two-dimensional classifiers introduced above tend indeed to outperform the one-dimensional classifier based on
the discoverers in terms of success rate (Fig. A6). For example, combining the discoverers with one of the three groups
of explorers or high-expenditure individuals leads to a success-rate improvement for all three store categories. On the
other hand, combining the discoverers with one of the three groups of social hubs leads to a success-rate improvement
only for eating places and food stores, but not for clothing stores. This is unsurprising given the poor performance of
the three groups of social hubs when considered independently (Fig. 3 in main text), and it suggests that combining
pairs of groups of individuals can marginally improve the success rate, but only if both groups have an above-baseline
success rate when considered alone.
ONLINE APPENDIX E. ROBUSTNESS OF THE PREDICTIONS
Our predictive analysis has five main parameters. Two parameters are specific to the discoverers detection method
(∆, z), and three parameters are related to the predictive problem design (s, τ,∆tid). We provide below a description
of the parameter variations that we performed, and an overview of the results. We begin by the two parameters of
the discoverers detection method:
• The duration of the time window over which discoveries can be collected (time window for discoveries), ∆. By
definition, a discovery is indeed only achieved when an individual purchases in a store no more than ∆ days
after the store received its first transaction. In the main text, we set ∆ = 90 dd. We subsequently tested
∆ = 60, 120,∞ (see Fig. A7 for the results). Note that with ∆ = ∞, a successful store can be discovered
throughout the whole training period, regardless of the time at which it receives its first transaction. The
results (Fig. A7) indicate that for ∆ > 90 dd, the predictive power is little sensitive to ∆. On the other hand, a
too narrow time window for discoveries (∆ = 60 dd) leads to suboptimal performance.
• The percentage of stores that are considered as successful in the discoverer detection procedure, z%. In the main
text, we set z% = 10%. We subsequently tested z% = 5, 20, 30, 100% (see Fig. A8 for the results). Interestingly,
the discoverers detected with z% = 100% cannot be interpreted as discoverers of successful stores because
with this value of z%, all stores are candidates for discoveries. Therefore, the detected individuals are better
interpreted as persistent early adopters. The results are mixed: For eating and food stores, a more restrictive
definition of success in the training period (z% = 5%) can lead to a better out-of-sample performance in terms
of precision, Matthews’ correlation, and positive likelihood ratio. On the other hand, for clothing stores, a looser
filter for successful stores (z = 20%) and even no filter at all (z = 100%) can achieve a better performance than
that by the discoverers used in the main text (z = 10%). This is in qualitative agreement with the finding that
explorative individuals perform well for clothing stores (see Fig. 3C).
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We turn our attention to the three parameters related to the predictive problem design:
• The percentage of stores that are considered as successful in the prediction evaluation, s%. In the main text, we
set s% = 10%. We subsequently tested s% = 5%, 20% (see Figs. A9–A10 for the results). We make a conservative
choice and always use the same parameters for the discoverer detection as in the main text (z% = 10%); in
principle, better performance might be achieved by tuning the value of z% to match s%. There is still a positive
predictive signal for the discoverers across the three categories. We note that the discoverers’ signal weakens the
most for clothing stores for a more selective success threshold (s% = 5%, Fig. A9); in this setting, the explorers
by radius of gyration emerge as better predictors of success.
• The percentage of individuals selected as top-individuals by each metric, τ%. In the main text, we set τ% = 1%.
We subsequently tested a more selective threshold, τ% = 0.5% (see Fig. A11 for the results). The results are
mostly consistent with those obtained in the main text.
• The relative duration of the training and validation period. By denoting with ∆tid and ∆tval the duration of the
training and validation period, respectively, we started by performing all the analysis with ∆tid = 18mm (from
Dec. 2015 to May 2017) and ∆tval = 12mm (from June 2017 to May 2018), as described in Online Appendix
A. Subsequently, we repeated the analysis for a shorter training period (∆tid = 16mm,∆tval = 14mm, see
Fig. A12) and a longer one (∆tid = 20mm,∆tval = 10mm, see Fig. A13). The results indicate that a longer
validation period (and, correspondingly, a shorter training period) can lead to a stronger predictive power for
the discoverers. In particular, in Fig. A12 and for less than 15 early customers included, the discoverers emerge
as the top-performing individuals also for clothing stores. The discoverers’ predictive power becomes weaker
for a shorter validation period (Fig. S13), yet the discoverers remain the top-performing individuals for eating
places and food stores.
To summarize, in our analysis, we started by performing the complete analysis with a predefined set of parameters
(∆ = 90 dd, z% = 10%, s% = 10%, τ% = 1%,∆tid = 18mm, results reported in Figs. of the main text and Fig. A5),
and subsequently assessed the robustness of our predictions against variations of the parameters (Figs. A7–A13). The
results are robust with respect to reasonable variations of the parameters, yet some observed variations are highly
informative of the role of the various parameters. In particular, compared to the predictive results reported in the
main text, factors that can improve the discoverers’ predictive power are: calibrating the definition of success used
in the discoverer detection (i.e., z%); a longer validation period (and therefore, a larger number of stores used to
validate the predictions); a more restrictive threshold (τ%) to select the top-individuals that are tracked to make the
predictions.
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ONLINE APPENDIX F. SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES
Basic data properties
FIG. A1. Individuals’ activity and discovery patterns for food stores. (A) Distribution of the number of visited stores
per individual. (B) The number of discoveries and number of visited stores per individual are positively correlated, yet the
trend deviates from the expected one under the null model, and some individuals collect significantly more discoveries than
expected from their activity alone. (C) Zipf plot of the individuals’ surprisal for the empirical data and the null model. The
discrepancy between the two curves is significant, meaning that the surprisal values of the top-1% individuals by empirical
surprisal (i.e., those at the left of the vertical dashed line) are significantly above the surprisal values expected for their ranking
position. (D) The individuals’ surprisal is only weakly correlated with the number of visited stores.
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FIG. A2. Individuals’ activity and discovery patterns for clothing stores. (A) Distribution of the number of visited
stores per individual. (B) The number of discoveries and number of visited stores per individual are positively correlated, yet
the trend deviates from the expected one under the null model, and some individuals collect significantly more discoveries than
expected from their activity alone. (C) Zipf plot of the individuals’ surprisal for the empirical data and the null model. The
discrepancy between the two curves is significant, meaning that the surprisal values of the top-1% individuals by empirical
surprisal (i.e., those at the left of the vertical dashed line) are significantly above the surprisal values expected for their ranking
position. (D) The individuals’ surprisal is only weakly correlated with the number of visited stores.
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FIG. A3. Store popularity distributions. Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) of the number of
first-time customers per store, c, for stores that received their first transaction within the training period (top panels) and the
validation period (bottom panels), respectively. As we filtered out stores with less than 10 customers over the whole dataset,
we only show the distribution in the range c ≥ 10.
FIG. A4. Store popularity distributions for different Merchant Category Codes (MCCs). Complementary Cumula-
tive Distribution Function (CCDF) of the number of first-time customers per store, for stores that received their first transaction
within the training period. We plot separately the distributions for stores that belong to different Merchant Category Codes
(see Table S1). The results indicate that different MCCs exhibit different success distributions, which motivates our choice to
compare only stores with the same MCC to detect the group of popular stores (see Material and Methods in the main text).
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Prediction results: additional metrics
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FIG. A5. Prediction results with the parameters adopted in the main text: ∆ = 90, z% = 10%, s% = 10%, τ% = 1%.
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Prediction results: Two-dimensional classifiers
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FIG. A6. Success predictions based on pairs of groups of key individuals. Success-rate fold increase for stores that
received an early purchase by individuals that belong to two different groups of top-individuals. We include the 30 earliest
customers here. Stores that received an early purchase by both a discoverer and an individual from another group of top-
individuals can exhibit a substantially larger success rate than stores that received an only purchase by a discoverer. For
example, stores that received an early purchase by both a discoverer and a high-expenditures individual exhibit a success-rate
fold increase of 1.34, 1.58, 1.13 for eating places, food stores, and clothing stores, respectively, representing improvements by
5.6%, 14.9%, 0.6% with respect to the respective discoverers’ success rates.
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Prediction results: varying ∆
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FIG. A7. Prediction results for different values of ∆: ∆ = 60, 90,∞ (with the other parameters being fixed as in the
main text: z% = 10%, s% = 10%, τ% = 1%).
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Prediction results: varying z%
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FIG. A8. Prediction results for different values of z%: z% = 10% (main-text value), and z% = 5, 20, 30, 100% (with
the other parameters being fixed as in the main text: ∆ = 90 dd, s% = 10%, τ% = 1%).
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Prediction results: varying s%
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FIG. A9. Prediction results for a more selective value of s%: ∆ = 90, z% = 10%, s% = 5%, τ% = 0.5%.
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FIG. A10. Prediction results for a less selective value of s%: ∆ = 90, z% = 10%, s% = 20%, τ% = 0.5%.
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Prediction results: varying τ%
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FIG. A11. Prediction results for a more selective value of τ%: ∆ = 90, z% = 10%, s% = 10%, τ% = 0.5%.
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Prediction results: varying the relative duration of the training and validation period
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FIG. A12. Prediction results for a shorter training period (from Dec. 2015 to Mar. 2017, 16 months) and a
longer validation period (from Apr. 2017 to May 2018, 14 months) compared to those used in the main text.
The other parameters of the analysis are the same as in the main text: ∆ = 90, z% = 10%, s% = 10%, τ% = 1%.
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FIG. A13. Prediction results for a longer training period (from Dec. 2015 to July 2017, 20 months) and a
longer validation period (from Aug. 2017 to May 2018, 10 months) compared to those used in the main text.
The other parameters of the analysis are the same as in the main text: ∆ = 90, z% = 10%, s% = 10%, τ% = 1%.
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Beyond classification: fold increase of the number of customers
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FIG. A14. Fold increase of the number of customers associated with early purchases by different groups of
individuals. For stores that received their first transaction within the validation period (excluding the last two months), we
measure the ratio between their final number of first-time customers, vi, and the average number of first-time customers of
stores with the same MCC introduced in the same month. We refer to this ratio as the rescaled number of customers, R(v). For
each group of individuals, I, we measure the average rescaled number of customers of stores that received an individual in I
among the earliest w customers. This average can be interpreted as the fold increase of the number of customers associated with
early purchases by individuals in I, compared with stores of the same age and category. We find that the discoverers exhibit the
largest fold increases for eating places and food stores, whereas explorers by radius of gyration exhibit the largest fold increase
for clothing stores. The parameters for the discoverer training are the same used in the main text: ∆ = 90, z% = 10%, τ% = 1%.
